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Brainbox was founded in October 2018 by Mr Curtis Barnes and Mr Tom Barraclough. They

are affiliates of the University of Otago Faculty of Law and co-chaired the AI Forum of New

Zealand’s working group on law, ethics and society. Mr Barraclough is a skilled policy advocate

with experience handling government relations, legislative drafting, and assisting on strategic

litigation. Mr Barnes received his Master of Laws with Distinction for his thesis examining legal

questions in artificial intelligence. He is a founding editor of Springer Nature’s Journal of AI and
Ethics. In that time, Brainbox has completed a range of client-funded and grant-funded work.

Commercial

● In August 2021, Brainbox published an assessment of the adequacy of social media

company responses to the live streaming and subsequent viral videos from the

Christchurch attacks. This work was commissioned by the Guardians of the New

Zealand Superannuation Fund in connection with its leadership of a coalition of

investors with assets under management of $7.5 trillion USD under management. Upon

request from the clients, this included an expanded analysis detailing how best to

regulate social media companies, taking account of current regulatory trends across

domestic and international jurisdictions, while synthesising a range of legislative and

industry self-regulatory mechanisms. The analysis endorsed a regulatory approach

founded on human rights, with a focus on platform transparency. The NZ Super Fund

received an award from the UNPRI for its leadership of the Social Media Collaboration

and its entry relied on key insights from our work.

● In October 2021 Brainbox provided legal and policy analysis for the Global Partnership

on AI’s (“GPAI”) responsible AI working group. Our analysis informs GPAI’s ongoing

project to conduct embedded research within social media companies. We prepared a

report on public policy considerations around transparency based approaches to social

media recommender algorithms and content moderation systems. We also participated

in follow up discussions with social media companies. This report also includes detailed

comment on policy matters related to regulating terrorist and violent extremist

content (“TVEC”) online.

● In late 2021, Brainbox has worked closely with the New Zealand Human Rights

Commission providing research, strategy and communications support on high profile

public policy issues receiving significant attention in news media.

● Throughout 2020, Brainbox conducted research analysis supporting and advising the

Digital Council of Aotearoa in its work on “trust and automated decision-making”. The

Digital Council is an independent advisory council to the New Zealand Government,

focused on technology policy. Brainbox met with a wide range of domestic and

international actors across government and private sector as part of this work. Our

involvement had a significant impact, including advising on scenarios used in public

consultation, grounding the work in key concepts, and a decision by the Council to

commission a dedicated literature review on Māori data sovereignty.

https://www.brainbox.institute/s/Brainbox-report-to-investor-group-August-2021.pdf
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Grants

● In March 2021 we released a substantial report examining the concept of "legislation

as [computer] code" - see legislation as code report. This report critically examined

claims being made by public servants and others that there were benefits to

representing legislation in machine executable forms. One of our key findings was that

the discussions occurring online and more generally about the topic needed to be

explored through specific use cases to make any progress. As a result, we have

proposed the Digital Legal Systems Lab in a discussion paper. Throughout November

and December 2021, we have had a number of promising expressions of interest and

will be adopting a legal structure and hope to commence first projects in 2022. The Lab
has direct relevance to broader digital policy issues and will enhance capacity and
capability to scrutinise and design digital systems from a legal/policy perspective.

● In May 2019, Brainbox articulated a framework for conceptualising the harms of

synthetic media regulation and deepfakes, defining the class of technologies, and

conducting a broad assessment of New Zealand's legal system's preparedness for those

harms. This work was, in essence, a review of New Zealand’s legal mechanisms for

regulating harmful audiovisual content, and was a precursor to our work on law and

content moderation. Our work on synthetic media has been mentioned in

Parliamentary debates on the topic. While the Justice Committee recently declined to

incorporate clarifying amendments around synthetic “pornography”, MP Louisa Wall

introduced a supplementary order paper proposing an amendment that would resolve

the legal ambiguity we identified. We have presented on synthetic media at a range of

professional forums (including to a forum of 10+ government agencies, and to the

Institute of Directors and Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand). We

continue to be sought out by media for comment on this topic.

● In December 2020 we released a report on "judgments as data", which described our

attempts at analysing judicial decisions as a data source to generate policy insights

about both the operation of justice systems and the policy systems that generate

disputes. We successfully partnered with an open source organisation to build a

prototype tool, but we concluded the broader issue (also faced in the UK and the

subject of significant moves recently) was how to access judgments in large volumes.

We recommended the preparation of a pipeline that publishes judgments in digital-first

formats suitable for machine consumption. We concluded this would have substantial

benefits for public access to law and legal materials too by enhancing the ability to

redact information and to create machine-executable data to comply with judicial

suppression orders. This report gives some sense of our background in medico-legal

and health policy as well as our longstanding interest in the design of dispute resolution

systems..

● More broadly, Brainbox is active in areas of health policy and medico-legal systems, as

well as disability policy. Tom is a member of New Zealand's ACC Scheme Advisory

Panel. It’s researchers contributed to a report on accessibility legislation for New

Zealand which used New Zealand’s legislation guidelines to propose the design of

legislation. This project included extensive behind the scenes advocacy with

government agencies and close and respectful work with civil society organisations.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ca2c7abc2ff614d3d0f74b5/t/6048527d31390f164856dfe8/1615352459942/Legislation+as+Code+9+March+2021+for+distribution.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ca2c7abc2ff614d3d0f74b5/t/618b2283e456c5000295a0fc/1636508291670/Digital+Legal+Systems+Lab+dicussion+paper%2C+November+2021.pdf
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https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/hansard-debates/rhr/document/HansS_20211110_053640000/wall-louisa-dean-jacqui
https://legislation.govt.nz/bill/member/2020/0305/latest/096be8ed81b2539f.pdf
https://legislation.govt.nz/bill/member/2020/0305/latest/096be8ed81b2539f.pdf
https://legislation.govt.nz/sop/members/2021/0083/latest/096be8ed81b693a4.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ca2c7abc2ff614d3d0f74b5/t/5fcfce15053015467a40e5e1/1607454251991/Judgments+as+data+-+9+December+2020.pdf
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/about/news/the-national-archives-to-publish-court-and-tribunal-judgments/
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/about/news/the-national-archives-to-publish-court-and-tribunal-judgments/
https://www.accessalliance.org.nz/making_new_zealand_accessible_a_design_for_effective_accessibility_legislation
https://www.accessalliance.org.nz/making_new_zealand_accessible_a_design_for_effective_accessibility_legislation


This led to a significant announcement by government largely implementing the

substance of our recommendations, built on longstanding advocacy by Disabled

People’s Organisations.

Advocacy

● Brainbox have made two notable submissions to select committee on: the proposal to

adopt a legislatively backed internet filter system (8 October 2021); and on

non-consensual synthetic pornography, or deepfakes (6 May 2021). Tom has also made

submissions on the design of dispute resolution systems in connection with the ACC

system.

● Brainbox made comment to New Zealand news media when we think it will be

impactful and when we think we can communicate the nuance of our approach. We also

play a role in introducing stories to media where they can be effective - an example of

this is around the deepfakes amendment, our judgments as data report, and others

(including op eds) available on request. In addition to this, Brainbox has produced

numerous op-eds, public comments, and interviews (radio and television) on

technology policy issues upon request from media.

● Our work on synthetic media has led to broader work on disinformation as a topic,

including in public presentations. Mr Barnes and Mr Barraclough are co-authors on two

chapters in edited collections. In Emerging Technologies in International Security:
Machines, the State and War, we discussed technological developments in synthetic

media and their the international security implications. In Shouting Zeroes and Ones:
Digital Technology, Ethics and Policy in New Zealand we discussed domestic and

international policy issues reflecting on New Zealand’s position within the global

infosphere.

● Our researchers have previous involvement in health policy and medico-legal areas.

This included a shadow report to the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with

Disabilities that led to a concluding observation by the Committee on access to justice,

a range of research reports and an independent review commissioned by the Minister

for ACC, and submissions to select committee also recognised by Members of

Parliament in oral debate. This work has also produced two journal articles on access to

justice and led to a longstanding interest in designing dispute resolution systems that

has frequently emerged throughout our other work.

We welcome the opportunity to discuss our work further with you to explore how we can

assist with your advocacy, research and communication needs.

Contact us by email: info@brainbox.institute 
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